GLASS PROCESSING IS OUR PASSION

Concepts for
Architectural Glass Processing

Benteler Group

The Benteler Group is internationally active with its business divisions
Automotive, Steel/Tube and Distribution. Since its foundation in 1876, four
generations of the family have contributed to shaping the Group, which is
still in family ownership today, and now one of the 100 largest industrial
enterprises in Germany.
Operating under the Benteler name, the business is not only one of the
largest independent automotive suppliers, but also one of the most
important steel tube manufacturers in Europe as well as one of the leading
stock holders and processors of steel tubes and stainless steel tubes.
Today, Benteler employs 23,000 persons at 150 locations in 35 countries.
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Concepts for Architectural Glass Processing

Benteler’s Glass Technology Department develops and commercializes
innovative concepts for architectural glass processing.
Our focus on material quality, investment in new technologies, and
creativity in system planning and machine development directly benefits
our clients by raising their productivity, optimizing their processes, and
reducing their costs.

Equipment Applications:
• Architectural Glass Processing
• Automotive Glass Processing
• Solar Glass Processing

Benteler is proud to offer an array of machines and entire line assemblies
for your glass processing needs, including: Washing, Drilling, and DoubleEdging Machines, CNC Processing Centers as well as Laminating Lines.
The tecLine generation of Benteler machines offers standardized machine
concepts for flat glass processing as a cost effective and high performance
alternative to customized lines.
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Grinding Equipment

Benteler Grinding Machines optimal
grinding results are based on precision,
speed, and process reliability.
Shorter changeover times through high
speed width- and automatic glass
thickness-adjustment reduce cycle
times and increase output.
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Flat Edge Grinding Line
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Seaming Line
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C-Edge Grinding Line
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C-Edge Line with Vacuum Belt

• Flat Edge Grinding Lines
• C-Edge Grinding Lines
• Seaming Lines
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Drilling Equipment

Benteler Drilling Machines are capable of
executing multiple drilling applications
and typical milling operations.
Our twin-spindle option can increase
productivity, while CNC control and an
automatic track alignment/calibration
system mean that precision is our
trademark.
Flexibility, process reliability and easy
operation are clear advantages of
Benteler drilling machines.
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NC2-Driller

2

NC Positioning Unit
Crossbeam Drilling Machine
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Multi-Spindle Drilling Machine
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Shuttle-Driller

• Portal-Driller
• NC2-Driller
• Twin-Driller
• Multi-Spindle Drilling Machine
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Washing Equipment

Durable and made of highquality materials, Benteler
washing machines are
low-maintenance and
dependable.
Excellent washing quality,
consistency, and simplicity of
upgrades due to our modular
design are just a few of our
machines’ defining
characteristics.
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Washing Machine Applications:
•
•
•
•
•
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Coating Washing Machine

2

Scrubber Brush Unit
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Laminating Line
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Integrated Lucite Suction System

Pre-Tempering Lines
Printing Lines
Pre-Laminating Lines
Float Lines
Coating Lines
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Machining Centers

The need for shaped glass is imperative
in the architectural and furniture glass
markets, but batch size can be small and
require quick changeover.
Benteler’s CNC Processing Centers make
our machines capable of many processing
steps with minimal adjustment, especially
on big glass panels – keeping efficiency
and production levels high.
This is realized by full-automatic loading/
unloading and processing the glass inline
without the need of handling the glass
manually.
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CNC Processing Center Tool Unit
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CNC Processing Center Drilling Units
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CNC Processing Center
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CNC Processing Center – Shuttle System

• CNC Processing Center
• CNC Processing Center with
• Integrated Shuttle System
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Laminating Lines

Our flexibility and commitment to quality are hallmarks of all our
laminating equipment. Benteler offers multiple line options to suit
your particular laminating needs:
• Manual Custom-Sized Line – for smaller glass sheets, easily modified
• Automatic Custom-Sized Line – short cycle time, automation reduces
labor costs
• Jumbo Line (Fully-Automatic) – for full glass sheet sizes, processed in
extremely short cycle times
• Laminating Line without Autoclave for special products
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1

Laminating Oven

2

PVB Film Storage

Manual Custom-Sized Line

A casual-user product that can be upgraded
at any time, Benteler’s Manual Custom-Sized
Line is perfect for smaller glass sizes and nonstandardized products.
The base components, such as the effective
and efficient washing machine and the high
performance laminating furnace, ensure
rapid and safe laminated glass production.
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Automatic Custom-Sized Line

The Automatic Custom-Sized Line is a flexible
line particularly well-suited up to 100 mm
laminated glass. The assembly carriage is
precise and safe for both large and small
glass sheets.
This line’s short cycle time and high degree
of automation increase output while reducing
labor costs.
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1

Film Storage for 8–24 PVB Rolls

2

Automatic Trailing-Edge Film
Cutting Mechanism

3

Assembly Conveyor

4

Washing Machine and
Clean Room

Jumbo Line

The Benteler Jumbo Line is ideal for fullsized glass sheets. All operations are
fully automated for maximum precision
and minimum labor costs.
Jumbo lines are high speed solutions
without sacrificing performance or
Benteler-level quality.
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Intelligent Solutions for:
• Architectural Glass
• Automotive Glass
• Solar Glass

GLASS
PROCESSING
IS OUR
PASSION

Benteler Maschinenbau GmbH
Frachtstraße 10-16
33602 Bielefeld
Germany
Phone: +49.521.542-0
Glass-processing@benteler.com
www.benteler-glass.com

